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NN POTENTIAL

Figure from: arXiv:0711.2151



GOAL: QUALITATIVE 
DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL
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chiral symmetry breaking, instantons, chiral 
perturbation theory
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Major source of
uncertainty:

Quark masses!
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Improvements in
algorithms

Improvements in
computer hardware



Light valence fermions possible today

Light sea quarks remain major issue

Hybrid calculations

Full GW: Either full DWF or Overlap

Full Wilson-type fermions                         
(Clover/Twisted mass)

THE CHALLENGE

Possible solutions:



HADRON INTERACTIONS

Larger physical volumes are required

Optimal technology not yet established

Calculations (usually) more expensive than 
spectroscopy or hadron structure

At some point conflicting results (see later)

Some groups use “cheaper“ technologies like 
quenching => not necessarily worse results



LONG-TERM PROSPECTS

Lattice QCD will eventually do quantitative 
descriptions

However, it will always be limited to few hadrons

Extension to larger nuclei by matching parameters

Green‘s function MC calulations (PRC70:054325)

Shell model (PRC71:044312,2005)



“CONVENTIONAL“ 
APPROACHES

Figure from: arXiv:0711.2151



POTENTIAL APPROACH

Compute energy between hadrons as function of r

Problem: Defining the distance => one quark static

Thus, can only describe heavy or heavy-light baryons 
and mesons



HEAVY BARYON POTENTIAL

Results from hep-lat/0601006

Quenched, Wilson action, 
a≅0.19 fm, 203x24, mπ=500 MeV



HEAVY BARYON POTENTIAL

Results from hep-lat/0601006

Quenched, Wilson action, 
a≅0.19 fm, 203x24, mπ=500 MeV

No dependence on r

Very small magnitude
NO repulsive core!



HEAVY-LIGHT MESONS

Results from PRD76:114503,2007



HEAVY-LIGHT MESONS

Results from PRD76:114503,2007

Dependence on r observed

Attractive core!



A THIRD CALCULATION

Results from hep-lat/0601008

Same technology as BB-calculation



A THIRD CALCULATION

Results from hep-lat/0601008

Same technology as BB-calculation

Qualitative difference,      

currently unresolved



WAVEFUNCTION APPROACH

Pioneered by CPPACS (PRD70:074513,2004) for ππ 
scattering length

Define wave function via

Since interaction vanishes for large r, asymptotic 
expression known:

!("r, E) = !!|N("x, 0)N("y, 0)|2N ;E"

(H0 ! E)!("r, E) = 0

" !
1S0("r, E) # ei!0(k) sin(kr+!0(k))

kr + . . .



DIRECT EXTRACTION - V(R)

Potential defined from wave function via Schrödinger 
equation at finite distances

Does V(r) also depend on E?

[H0 + V (!r)]"(!r, E) = E"(!r, E)

! V (!r) = (E!H0)!("r,E)
!("r,E)



VALIDITY OF POTENTIAL 
EXTRACTION

Problem of potential extraction:

Identification Z=const only works for r→∞

Hence, extraction of potential for large r is reliable

At small r, this need not be the case, possibly leading 
to an energy dependence of  V(r)⇒ inconsistent

!!|O(!x, 0)O(!y, 0)|X" = Z(S,I)(!r)!!|N(!x, 0)N(!y, 0)|X"

See PRD76:114503,2007 (Detmold, Orginos, Savage)
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ELASTIC SCATTERING

Tool for elastic scattering:                                      
M. Lüscher, Nucl.Phys.B354:531,1991

Explicit formulas for energy shifts in finite volumes 
due to interactions

Shifts can be measured, then from these shifts, 
scattering phase shifts are extracted

!En(L) = En(L)! En(L =") = O(L!3)



LÜSCHER‘S FORMULA

From energy shifts directly extract momentum p

Insert momentum into Lüscher‘s formula:

Get the scattering length from the effective range 
expansion:

p cot !(p) =
1

"L

!
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RESULTS

This approach is very successful and used by several 
groups

Still an open question to which extent potential can 
be reliably extracted, but phase shifts always possible

Present results for

NN-potential, NN and ππ scattering length

YN-potential, KK scattering length



NN-POTENTIAL RESULTS

Results from PRL90:022001,2007

Quenched, Wilson action, 
mπ=527 MeV



NN POTENTIAL RESULTS

Results from PRL90:022001,2007

Quenched, Wilson action, 
mπ=370, 527, and 732 MeV



NN SCATTERING LENGTH

Results from PRL97:012001,2006

Hybrid (Asqtad+DWF)



NN SCATTERING LENGTH

Results from PRL97:012001,2006

Hybrid (Asqtad+DWF)



ΠΠ-SCATTERING LENGTH

Results from PRD77:014505,2008



ΠΠ-SCATTERING LENGTH



STRANGE HADRONS

Very important to understand

Do they exist in neutron stars?

Nucleon-K interactions - do Pentaquarks exist?

Can hypernuclei exist?

On the lattice: similar to NN studies, but technically 
easier



YN POTENTIAL

Results from PoS LAT2007:156

Quenched, Wilson action,
mπ=370 MeV, mK=550 MeV



YN SCATTERING LENGTH

hep-lat/0612026, Hybrid action



K+K+ SCATTERING LENGTH

Results from arXiv:0709.1169



MULTI-PION SYSTEMS

Multi-π systems investigated in PRL100:082004,2008

Ground state energies at finite V of 2,3,4,5 π systems

Allows for extraction of 2-π scattering length

Three-π interaction found to be repulsive

In the future may be extended to K and more 
hadrons (but not baryons with current method)



2-Π SCATTERING LENGTH

Results from PRL100:082004,2008



THREE-Π INTERACTION

Results from PRL100:082004,2008



INTERESTING QUESTIONS

What about the KN potential? Are there bound 
states?

Configuration of Heptaquark system? Why 2x3 
quarks instead of 3x2?

Can we have stable nuclei with strange matter?



SUMMARY

Hadron interactions on the lattice is a young field

Interface between particle and nuclear physics

Qualitative results available in some cases, open 
questions in other cases

Reliable quantitative results challenging

“Now the door is open for us to vast fields in nuclear 
physics with lattice QCD“ (Aoki, Lattice 2007)


